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Introduction
Pablo is a Maritime Engineer… 
… specialized in Offshore 
Renewable Energy…
… and Advanced Design of 
Offshore Structures…
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Context: Offshore Wind






Source: CrownState Report. A Guide to UK Offshore 




Source: EYReport. Offshore wind in Europe
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Aim: Decision Support
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Uncertainties Modeling
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Combined action of 
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Updating Reliability - Inspections
Inspection result:
• No detected
• Detected & repair
















Optimization:   RISK = Probability * Consequence
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Utilizing Monitoring Data 
‘Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN)’
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Simplification to Decision Problem
Heuristic Rule: ‘Constant intervals of time’
Year 0 Year 20
Y6 Y12 Y18
Y5 Y10 Y15 Y20
Every 6 years
Every 5 years
More simplifications… • Perfect inspections
• Repair if detected
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Dynamic Approach for Maintenance Planning
State 0 State 1 State 2 State n
No repair No repair




Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP)
Point-based algorithms Reduces CPU time significantly
FailureHealthy
60-states POMDP including 3 combined actions Only 0.32 seconds of CPU time
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System Effects for Planning
Where to perform inspections?
Considering Dependencies
Shared epistemic uncertainty

















… Utilize gathered data
Inspections / SCADA
Source: https://corporate.vattenfall.co.uk/projects/
Year 0 Year 20
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Impact: Desing Optimization
Floating Offshore Wind Farms…
… Probabilistic Design
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Conclusion
• Decision support under uncertainty
• Utilizing available DATA
• Engineering: Optimization of the resources!
*Contact me for more info ☺
